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ABSTRACT
Conventional relation extraction methods can only identify limited
relation classes and not recognize the unseen relation types that
have no pre-labeled training data. In this paper, we explore the
zero-shot relation extraction to overcome the challenge. e only
requisite information about an unseen type is the label name. We
propose a Parasitic Neural Network (PNN) where unseen types are
parasitic on seen types to get automatic annotation and training.
e model learns a mapping between the feature representations
of text samples and the distributions of unseen types in a shared
semantic space. Experiment results show that our model signi-
cantly outperforms others on the unseen relation extraction task
and achieves eect improvement more than 20% when there are
not any manual annotations or additional resources.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Relation Extraction (RE) task aims to determine relational facts
from the unstructured text and can populate knowledge bases or
benet downstream knowledge-driven applications. e conven-
tional methods (including one/few -shot learning) [2, 5] cannot
meet practical needs of the relation extraction. Generally, there
are massive ne-grained types of relations in the real world. How-
ever, these methods are oen to distinguish the limited relational
taxonomy, where the relation types are seen and each type must
have a certain number of pre-labeled samples. ey are unable
to generalize to new (unseen) relations (i.e., they will break down
when predicting a type that has no training examples). Collecting
sucient labeled instances for training on all expected categories is
almost impossible, in contrast with the limited number of relation
types covered by existing datasets.
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Figure 1: e architecture of the parasitic neural network.
To address the challenge, we develop a Zero-Shot Relation Ex-
traction (ZRE), which is under the restriction that the extractor
should identify facts of new relation types aer learning from lim-
ited labeled instances of seen types. e ZRE is a promising learning
paradigm by reducing annotation costs and improving application
eciency. However, it is immature and has received limited aen-
tion. e existing popular methods address the ZRE task to develop
specic transfer learning procedures by reading comprehension [6],
textual entailment [10], and so on. We consider these methods to
be indirect-trick. ey need much unnatural descriptive informa-
tion to improve the understandability of relation types. Annotation
costs severely decrease their applicability to new types. In this pa-
per, we are commied to the direct-trick method. It does not need
any manual intervention to pre-describe relation types. Instead, it
just uses the names of type labels that is a natural expression of
relation semantics.
Furthermore, we raise a zero-shot learning framework that learns
the mapping between the text feature representations and the rela-
tion type embeddings (prototypes) in a shared semantic space. To
prevent over ing seen types and successfully adapt to unseen
types, the model requires to solve a principal problem: how to
understand the distributions of unseen relation types in the shared
space. erefore, we propose the Parasitic Neural Network model.
In summary, our key contributions are presented as follows. (1)
We develop a general zero-shot learning framework for unseen
relation extraction by the direct-trick. It emphasizes to use no
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manual annotations or external knowledge. (2) Based on the Para-
sitism, we propose the PNN that leverages the association of the
relation types in a shared semantic space to learn the distributions
of unseen types automatically. (3) Our experiment results achieve
signicant improvement than other direct-trick methods and most
indirect-trick methods.
2 RELATEDWORK
Most of the works on the zero-shot learning were focused on the
area of computer vision [12, 17]. In the area of nature language pro-
cessing, the applications of zero-shot learning have been emerging
in recent years, such as entity typing [11], event extraction [3] and
knowledge graph completion [1, 13].
As for zero-shot relation extraction, it is immature and has re-
ceived limited aention. By analyzing linguistics, old-fashioned
approaches developed unsupervised models (e.g., clustering) based
on the combinations of manual features, paerns or corpus-level
resources [4, 9, 18]. ey tended to be inecient and consumed
much manpower. e recent methods were to transfer other tasks
to produce relations. Levy et al. [6] formulated relation types as var-
ious parametrized natural-language questions, then used a reading
comprehension model to process the questions to obtain relation
facts. By considering the text and the relation description as the
premise and hypothesis respectively, Obamuyide et al. [10] trans-
formed the extraction task to determine the truthfulness of the
hypothesis by a textual entailment model. ey were expensive
to manually formulate reading comprehension questions or entail-
ment rules. In addition, transfer-based methods were constrained
by the capability of indirect tasks whose errors or defects could be
cascaded into the relation extraction.
In this paper, we take a universal and all-inclusive manner, which
is to model the mapping between text instances and relation type
prototypes [15, 16]. More importantly, we explore the ZRE via the
direct-trick. In view of the extremely scarce type information, we
set up parasitic learning.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Parasitismought
Let S = {Ss | s = 1, · · · ,NS } denotes a set of seen relation types
and U = {Uu | u = 1, · · · ,NU } unseen types, with S ∩ U = ∅.
Suppose that the dataset D = DS ∩ DU is a collection of text
instances. eDSs =
{
xSs,i | ySs = Ss
}
is as the set of labeled training
instances belonging to seen types Ss . e DU =
{
xUj
}
is as the set
of testing instances, meanwhile, yUj ∈ U is to be predicted as the
corresponding type labels for xUj . In semantic embedding space R
z ,
the instance x will be embedded to χ and it is assumed to belong
to one category. e types will be vectorized as type prototypes
φ =
{
φS ,φU
}
. Overall, the ZRE learning task is dened as: Given
DS , the ZRE system learns the mapping f (·) : χ → φ, which can
classify testing instances DU (i.e., to predict yU ).
e instances with the same relation type will cluster around
a single prototype in the shared semantic space, whereas they
are far away from other type prototypes. Meanwhile, the more
Algorithm 1 Parasitic neural network training algorithm.
Require: S , DS , φS ,U , φU .
1: Calculate the semantic distances of seen types S to unseen
typesU , as,
D(Ss ,Uu ) = Dis(φSs ,φUu ) | s = 1, ...,NS , u = 1, ...,NU .
2: Obtain the array R by ranking the D(S,U ) (from small to large),
∀{ s = 1, ...,NS , m = 1, ...,NU −1} s.t.
R[s][m] ∈ U ∧ D(Ss ,R[s][m]) 6 D(Ss ,R[s][m + 1]).
3: for Ss (as Host) in S do
4: for xSs,i in D
S
s do
5: Select Sr from S randomly;
6: Select any Up = R[s][p] from R[s][1 : NU −1] as Parasite;
7: Select any Uq = R[s][q] from R[s][p : NU ] as Parasite.
8: Construct four sets of inputs for PNN sub-networks, as
(xSs,i , Ss ), (xSs,i , Sr ), (xSs,i , Up ), (xSs,i , Uq ).
9: Run PNN to
10: obtain the χSs,i of instance x
S
s,i ;
11: obtain the corresponding prototypes φSs , φSr , φUp , φUq ;
12: calculate Dis(χSs,i ,φSs ), Dis(χSs,i ,φSr ), Dis(χSs,i ,φUp ),
Dis(χSs,i ,φUq ).
13: Minimize the Joint energy function in Eq. 2.
14: end for
15: end for
similar types are distributed closer in the space [15, 16]. erefore,
we determine the semantic distance Dis (·) between the feature
representation χ and the type prototype φ. Here, the semantic
distance is a quantication of the mapping f (·). e smaller the
distance, the beer the mapping t.
Furthermore, we can establish the following assumptions of
the premise: (1) Given any relation type R1 and a corresponding
instance x , it should be sure that the semantic distance between
x and R1 is the smallest (or even 0), compared with the distance
between x and any other types. (2) For arbitrarily given type R2 and
type R3 (R1 , R2 , R3), if the semantic distance between R2 and
R1 is smaller than that between R3 and R1, the semantic distance
between R2 and x should be smaller than that between R3 and x .
e above premises imply the association among the relation
types in the shared semantic space. According to this correlation,
we can create annotations for unseen types (Parasite) by consid-
ering the instances of seen types as Host, just like “Parasitism”.
Algorithm 1 (lines 1 to 8) shows the process of data creation. en,
we train the PNN model to learn the unseen types’ distributions.
Joint Energy Function. As described in Algorithm 1, each
sub-network produces a semantic distance metric. ey inter-
act with each other and then joint together. In detail, we estab-
lish a series of trunks, shaped like {Branch1,Branch2}, includ-
ing {Dis(χSs,i ,φSs ), Dis(χSs,i ,φSr )}, {Dis(χSs,i ,φSs ),Dis(χSs,i ,φUp )},
and {Dis(χSs,i , φUp ),Dis(χSs,i ,φUq )}. According to the premises
mentioned above, we are to compare the semantic distance between
the two in each trunk. We are motivated by the triplet loss [12],
where we set the σ function to ensure that the Branch1 is smaller
than the Branch2 by at least a marginm, as,
σ (Branch1,Branch2,m) =max(Branch1 − Branch2 +m, 0). (1)
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us, the joint energy function is dened as,
L(Θ) =
NS∑
s=1
|DSs |∑
i=1
(Γ | χSs,i ,φSs , φSr , φUp , φUq ; Θ), (2)
Γ =
σ (Dis(χSs,i ,φSs ), Dis(χSs,i ,φSr ), m1) +
β σ (Dis(χSs,i ,φSs ), Dis(χSs,i ,φUp ), m2) +
γ σ (Dis(χSs,i ,φUp ), Dis(χSs,i ,φUq ), m3)
, (3)
where we employ the cosine distance (within the range [0, 2]), β
and γ are the trade-o parameters.
3.2 Network Architecture
As shown in Figure 1, the PNN consists of four sub-networks that
accept distinct inputs but are then joined by a joint energy function.
e parameters between the sub-networks are tied, that is, each
network computes the same metric on a shared workbench (shared
by Host and Parasite, this seems to be a parasitic energy community).
Tying guarantees that two inputs of an identical class cannot be
mapped by their respective networks to very dierent locations
in the semantic space, and each sub-network can also distinguish
inputs of varied types.
Text Embedding. e sub-network takes as input one piece
of text and a relation label, the text contains the head and tail
entities of a candidate relation. We transform the text instance x
into its distributed representation x by adopting triple embeddings
{xw ,xc ,xp }. e xw denotes the word embedding. To deal with
unregistered words, we use a convolutional neural network to
encode its character embedding xc , as [8] doing. e xp represents
the position embedding to specify entity pairs. Similarly to [7],
it is dened as the combination of the relative distances from the
current word to head or tail entities.
Relation Type Prototype. We achieve the prototype φ with
the word embeddings of type labels’ names. Word vectors capture
distributional similarities from a large text corpus. Each prototype
is an average of word embeddings of the core words (i.e. nouns,
adjectives, etc., except prepositions, conjunctions) in its label name.
We can ne-tune these embeddings along with training.
Learning Feature Representation from Text. e sample
text has latent feature information that is category-invariant. We
feed the text embeddings into the bidirectional Ordered Neurons
Long Short-Term Memory Network (ONLSTM) [14] to encode fea-
ture representation χ . e ONLSTM performs tree-like syntactic
structure composition operations on a sentence without destroying
its sequence form. It can learn temporal semantics, meanwhile, cap-
ture potential syntactic information involved in natural language.
Notably, the syntax is necessary for relation extraction to acquire
the associations among entities and relational phrases.
Once the model is optimized, we determine the possible relation
that a test instance xUj may represent, if any. e top ranked pre-
diction from the candidate predicted typesU , denoted as C(xUj , 1),
is given by:
C(xUj , 1) = arдmin Dis(χUj ,φUu ), u = 1, 2, . . . ,NU (4)
Moreover, C(xUj ,K) denotes the Kth most probable relation type
predicted for xUj .
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Settings
Dataset. We evaluate models using the zero-shot relation extrac-
tion dataset of [6]. It consists of 120 relation types that is from
the knowledge base Wikidata. We use the positive labeled relation
instances in this dataset. ere are 225,060 samples. By applying a
similar process to [6] and [10], we randomly select 24 classes as a
testing set, 10 classes as the dev set, and the rest as the training set.
e results reported for each experiment are the average taken over
ve runs with independent random initializations. Given dierent
thresholds regarding distance, we can measure the precision (P),
recall (R), and F1 of the results. We report the optimal values.
Hyperparameters. We implement the neural network by the
Keras. e word embedding is from the GloVe with 100 dimensions.
e character embedding is initialized randomly as 50 dimensions.
e size of the ONLSTM unit is 100. Parameter optimization is
performed with Adam optimizer. To mitigate over-ing, we apply
the dropout and early-stopping methods. Besides, we setm1=0.1,
m2=0.1,m3=0.08, β= γ=1.
Comparison Systems. We examine several major components
in our model. (1.1) We test the inuence of word embedding on
prototypes, increasing noise by randomly zeroing its value in varied
proportions. (1.2) We compare the bidirectional ONLSTM to the
bidirectional LSTM. (1.3) We verify the choice of distance, including
logistic regression probability (LR), euclidean distance (EU ), and
cosine distance (COS). We compare our PNN-based systems to ex-
ternal systems. (2.1) 120-Somax is a conventional 120-dimensional
somax classier, but we only use seen types to train it. (2.2)
NaiveMAP learns the mapping between the samples and seen types,
by using the single mapping distance as loss directly (Single) [13],
or by adopting a tied network with triplet loss (Triplet) [3]. (2.3)
Model of Levy et al. [6] 1 is via reading comprehension, by using
dierent descriptions for relation types (i.e., NL - the label’s name,
SQ - only a single question template per relation type, MQ - mul-
tiple questions, and QE - an ensemble learning way). (2.4) Model
of Obamuyide et al. [10] is based on textual entailment, where
TE transforms external entailment corpus for training, and MD
represents training with manual annotations.
4.2 Results and Analysis
Ablation Study. e upper part of Table 1 shows our PNN-based
models with dierent factors. e relation prototype is crucial to the
model, and it depends on the quality of the embedding. But don’t
worry, just using the usual embedding GloVe, we have achieved the
F1 value of 58%. Compared with the LSTM, the ONLSTM improves
model performance by 7%. It shows that the potential syntactic
information captured by the ONLSTM is prey useful for rela-
tion extraction. However, the LSTM explicitly imposes a chain
structure that cannot discern the hierarchical syntactic knowledge.
e choice of distance metric is also important, where the cosine
distance (COS) can well improve the eectiveness of a PNN.
1Notably, the methods of Levy et al. input an instance with head entity and relation
(question) to predict tail entity (answer), however, our model inputs an instance with
head and tail entities to predict relation. But from the perspective that we all aim to
obtain relation triples, their results are valuable for reference.
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Table 1: eperformance of the PNN-basedmodels (ablation
study) and external systems (for comparison). ∗ indicates
the model via the indirect-trick.
Models P R F1
PNN
10%Noise COS ONLSTM 50.91 44.97 47.75
5%Noise COS ONLSTM 57.68 49.48 53.26
0Noise COS LSTM 58.47 45.45 51.13
0Noise COS ONLSTM 63.40 53.79 58.20
0Noise LR ONLSTM 57.96 43.28 49.55
0Noise EU ONLSTM 61.75 52.32 56.64
120-Somax (with ONLSTM) 3.30 3.30 3.30
NaiveMAP
(with COS and ONLSTM)
Single 10.12 8.97 9.51
Triplet 55.15 50.93 52.95
Levy et al. [6]
NL 40.50 28.56 33.40
SQ ∗ 37.18 31.24 33.90
MQ ∗ 43.61 36.45 39.61
QE ∗ 45.85 37.44 41.11
Obamuyide et al. [10] TE ∗ - - 44.38MD ∗ - - 64.78
Table 2: e eects of our model trained with varying num-
ber of seen relation types. e hits@K represents the F1 of
correct extractions ranked in the top K in eq. 4.
Proportion Hit@KK=1 K=2 K=3 K=5
22/86 (25%) 31.48 40.03 44.97 56.02
43/86 (50%) 43.55 52.68 56.88 63.68
65/86 (75%) 51.47 63.12 66.87 70.06
86/86 (100%) 58.20 66.55 70.36 73.47
Comparison with Other Methods. e lower part of Table 1
presents the results of several direct- or indirect- trick models. As
for the models based on the direct-trick, our PNN (with ONLSTM
and COS) remarkably outperforms others. As expected, the con-
ventional classier 120-Somax has almost no eect and is at the
level of random guessing. e NaiveMAP+single is insucient in a
zero-shot seing since it cannot capture the association information
between types. e NaiveMAP+Triplet tends to over-t seen types.
Our model can alleviate this over-ing eectively by learning
the semantic distributions of unseen relation types explicitly. Our
model achieves eect improvement more than 20% than the model
of Levy et al. when there are no manual annotations or additional
resources. Most of the methods by using the indirect-trick are in-
ferior to our model. ese indirect-trick methods are constrained
by extra annotation eort. e less quantity and lower quality of
annotation information, the worse the models will perform.
Analyze the Impact of Training Set Size. Table 2 shows the
results of our model aer being trained with varying proportions
of seen types. As the seen types in the training set increasing,
the performance of unseen relation extraction will become beer.
e reason may be that the diversity of training set reduces the
tendency of the model to over-t seen types. In addition, most of
the correct extractions appear in the front part (i.e. top K=5) of the
candidate type ranks. It proves the validity of our premises, where
Table 3: Examples of unseen relation type ”father”.
father
(0)
named aer
(0.361)
employer
(0.644)
chairperson
(0.889)
[Samuel Dirksz van Hoogstraten]entity trained rst with his father
[Dirk van Hoogstraten]entity and stayed in Dordrecht until about 1640.
0.403 0.562 0.726 1.119
[Bertrade de Montfort]entity was the daughter of [Simon I de
Montfort]entity and Agnes , Countess of Evreux.
0.362 0.531 0.728 1.122
the semantic distance between each sample and its corresponding
prototype tends to be minimal.
Case Study. We sample an unseen relation type “father” and its
corresponding instances from the test set. e 1st row of Table 3
presents several unseen types and their respective semantic distance
from the target type “father”. e 3rd and 5th rows of Table 3 show
the semantic distances between each text instance and the relation
types. e distance between each instance and the target type is
minimum. Besides, the smaller the semantic distance between a
relation type and the target type is, the smaller the semantic distance
between it and the instance corresponding to the target type can
be. erefore, the conclusion of the test results is consistent with
the premises mentioned above.
5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a general zero-shot relation extraction
framework via the direct-trick to identify unseen relations. Further-
more, we propose the parasitic neural network. Inspired by para-
sitism, it owns a tied network structure and expands annotations
automatically for unseen relation types to learn their distributions.
e experiment performance is conspicuous. We will release the
source code when the paper is openly available.
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